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Dalkeith Tolbooth 

Dalkeith, Midlothian  

 

Historic Building Record and Analytical Assessment 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 

i. General 

 

Addyman Archaeology was contacted by Kenneth Ferguson (of Kenneth Ferguson and Partners) on 

behalf of the Dalkeith Townscape Initiative and Conservation Area Regeneration Scheme 

(DTHI/CARS) project
1
 (contact, Rod Lugg, Project Manager) to undertake archaeological recording 

and monitoring works in relation to the refurbishment of the exterior of Dalkeith Tolbooth, Dalkeith, 

Midlothian.  The works were undertaken according to the designs of Stephen Newsom, project 

architect.   

 

These works involved the stripping of a thick cement harling on the rear (southeast) wall and gable 

wall to the SW; this was to be replaced with a more appropriate lime-based harl application.  

Extensive areas of cement repair were also to be removed from the NW-facing ashlar-faced street 

frontage, this to enable structural assessment, repair and an extensive programme of necessary stone-

indenting.  

 

East Lothian Council Heritage Service (contact, Andy Robertson), as archaeological advisors to 

Midlothian Council, placed a condition on the consent for the works requiring historic building 

recording and on-going archaeological monitoring during works.  Following on-site discussions with 

Andy Robertson it was agreed that the recording work was to include a preliminary drawn overlay 

onto the architectôs as-existing elevation of the street frontage prior to stripping of more recent areas 

of repair, and thereafter a full drawn record of the frontage following stripping (but before stone-

indenting commenced), and a drawn record of the rear wall and side following harl removal. 

 

During the works it was possible to offer a series of presentations on the process of building recording 

and archaeological analysis of upstanding structures to interested parties, and a training opportunity in 

building recording to a number of individual volunteers. 

 

ii.  Methodology 

 

The recording works were undertaken in 2012 by Kenneth Macfadyen and Jenni Morrison, between 

7
th
 and 30

th
 of March, and further work on the 28

th
 - 29

th
 of May.  Tom Addyman also made a series of 

visits to the site to assess the detailed evidence for the phasing of the building.  Nicholas Uglow 

undertook a review of readily accessible historical source material, secondary commentary and 

previous architectural assessment of the building. 

 

                                                 
1
 The Dalkeith Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI) and Conservation Area Regeneration Scheme (CARS) has 

been developed by Midlothian Council and Dalkeith Business Renewal. The project is jointly funded by the 

Heritage Lottery Fund, Historic Scotland, Midlothian Council and Dalkeith Business Renewal. 
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Figure 1  Site location 

 

The elevations to be recorded were scaffolded for general access on each of the three elevations to be 

recorded.  Elevations were measured by off-set from a horizontal datum and hand drawn at a scale of 
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1:20; and thereafter digitised in the office.  A basic photographic survey of major features on the 

elevations was also undertaken.  Individual features were given identifying context numbers to aid 

description in the following summary report; these context numbers are given in italics in the 

following text and the associated survey drawings ï the latter are reproduced at the end of the report 

in Appendix C. 

 

Because of the nature of the occupancy of the building internal access was not possible.  This 

somewhat curious circumstance dictated that features visible and recorded externally could not be 

examined internally.  This is a limitation upon the present exercise; the RCAHMSô ground floor plan 

was consequently the only evidence of the interior arrangements seen.  

 

A record of the recording works has been deposited with the Online Access to the Index of 

Archaeological Investigations (OASIS) website hosted by the Archaeological Data Service (OASIS 

ID - addymana1-137530) and with Discovery and Excavation in Scotland (DES), the annual 

publication of fieldwork by Archaeology Scotland. 

 

 

2. Historical evidence for the development of the building 

 

i. Cartographic imagery and early views 

 

Maps accessible in the NMLS were examined.  On John Woodôs town plan of 1822 the tolbooth is 

readily identified and marked as jail; one thing of note about this depiction of the tolbooth is that it 

appears to be of a similar depth to the Cross Keys Hotel Inn the north, the building as it now stands is 

noticeably narrower than the Cross Keys.  Whether this discrepancy represents a real narrowing of the 

structure or just a cartographic error is not certain, the depictions of the surrounding structures when 

dropped beneath the later (more accurate) Ordnance Survey plans are reasonably accurate in their 

general outline but form far from a perfect match.  

 

     
 

Figure 2  John Wood ï town plan of 1822. NLS             Figure 3  Ordnance Survey town plan, 1852. NLS 

 

On the First Edition Ordnance Survey (town plan) of 1852 the building is shown largely as it stands 

today with the exception of three narrow structures, possibly lean-tos, built against the rear elevation.  

Two of these partly infill the gap between the main building and a range of buildings to the east, with 

what appears to be a narrow open yard between.  The range to the east, in spite of lying fully behind 

the tolbooth, seems to have been accessed from the arched pend to the north that runs through the 
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Cross Keys.  The third small structure, located roughly centrally against the rear wall of the tolbooth, 

seems to be depicted with a further extension, possibly an external stair projection or a small 

additional lean-to. 

   
 

Figure 4  Ordnance Survey, 1893. NLS                             Figure 5   Modern Ordnance Survey 

 

By the Second Edition Ordnance Survey of 1893 the two small structures lying between the tolbooth 

and the buildings to the east have disappeared.  The extension at the centre of the rear elevation does 

still remain but the possible external stair/lean-to is no longer apparent. 

 

The general outline of the building appears unchanged in the current OS map, though it is possible 

that the current lean-to to the rear is a 20
th
 single story replacement on a slightly smaller footprint than 

the one depicted previously.  The plan of the surrounding buildings has also changed notably, with the 

insertion of Duke Street through Scottôs Close and the removal of the associated buildings lining the 

close.  The ranges of buildings to the rear of the tolbooth lining Tolbooth Close have also been largely 

demolished only leaving one in situ to the immediate rear of the tolbooth.  This surviving building 

presently forms part of the Cross Keysô plot. 

 

 
 

Figure 6  Early photograph of frontage shows door to left 
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Figure 7  Late 19
th
 century view of the tolbooth 

 

 
 

Figure 8   Plan and elevation by the RCAHMS (Tolbooths and Town-houses, 1997) 

 

ii.  Written sources 

 

a. Introduction 

 

It is clear from the physical evidence of the building that it was originally not a regular and 

symmetrical façade.  However the documentary evidence does not offer a comprehensive 

understanding of the construction and subsequent alteration of the building, and the 1648 stone plaque 

or carved panel has caused much confusion in other accounts in the past. This short investigative 

summary will only examine the early history of the building, partly because the more recent 

alterations relating to changes of use in the nineteenth century seem to have had no effect on the 

arrangement of the exteriors. This summary is based on readily available secondary sources, and a 

proper examination of the Buccleuch papers may shed more light on the history of the building. 

However, unlike David Smithôs 1998 history, the Historic Scotland List Description, and accounts by 

the Royal Commission for the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCHAMS), this 

history has the benefit of the stone by stone archaeological survey, completed as part of this report.  

 

b. Review of other historical accounts 

 

Three accounts suggest a construction date of 1648, the date on the carved panel. Groom in the 

Ordnance Gazetteer and McWilliam in The Buildings of Scotland state that the building was built in 

1648.
2
 McWilliam says that the panel and central doorcase, with Buccleuch arms in the cartouche, are 

                                                 
2 Groom, F. H. Ordnance gazetteer of Scotland: a survey of Scottish topographyé (London, W. Mackenzie: 1894-1895)  
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part of the original building, and he continues that the rest of the façade was subsequently altered.
3
 

The list description by Historic Scotland does not suggest any date for the construction of the 

building, and does not mention that the 1648 stone panel is ex-situ, implying that it is original.
4
  

 

Several accounts suggest other dates in the seventeenth century and do point out the ex-situ nature of 

the 1648 panel. The 1929 RCAHMS account states that the date of the building is early seventeenth 

century, and comments that the panel was not part of the original building.
5
 

 

The most insightful comments are in the New Statistical Account (1845): 
 

The stone over the dooréwas no part of the original building, and does not indicate its age. It 

was brought from the grounds of [Dalkeith] palace, and placed in its present position when the 

prison was last repaired, within the memory of persons still living.
6
  

 

According to David Smith, the persons still living, included Peter Steel, rector of Dalkeith Grammar 

School, who largely compiled the account.
7
 This suggests that the panel was moved in the last decades 

of the eighteenth century, or c.1800. This date for the transfer of the plaque is referred to in Tolbooths 

and town-houses, which suggests a late seventeenth-century date for the construction of the building.  

 

Smith, in perhaps the only original research on this building, agrees with a seventeenth-century 

construction date, and the ex-situ nature of the panel, and adds further detail drawn from the 

Buccleuch papers. He states that the building was altered c.1710 to convert it into the new tolbooth, 

replacing the old one in the apse of St Nicholasô Buccleuch.
8
 Smithôs account, while problematic in its 

lack of referencing and paraphrasing of sources, is probably the most reliable source. 

 

From these sources then, it seems that the building was originally constructed at some point in the 

seventeenth century, but not 1648, the date on the panel. It was not originally a tolbooth, but c.1710 it 

was converted into the tolbooth. 

 

c. Synthesis 

 

The coronets and initials on the carved panel are those of Francis Buccleuch and Margaret Leslie 

Buccleuch, second Earl and Countess of Buccleuch. The second Earl purchased the Dalkeith estate 

from the Earl of Morton in 1642, and the 1648 panel may have been part of initial alterations made to 

the castle. Around 1700, Anne, the first Duchess of Buccleuch, commissioned the Scottish architect 

James Smith to redevelop the castle,
9
 and it is suspected that the panel was removed from the castle 

buildings around that date.
10

 However, if it was only moved within living memory of Peter Steel 

writing in 1845, the panel must have been stored or attached to another building, until c.1800.  

 

David Smith searched Buccleuch archival material for his account and points to entries c.1710 that 

mention work to both an old and a new tolbooth. It is clear that the latter is not a new building, as the 

                                                 
3 McWilliam, C. The Buildings of Scotland: Lothian Yale University Press, New Haven & London: 2003 (1978). 158 
4 HS: building listed 1971, updated post 1978 (reference include McWilliam Lothian), and post 2001 when it was de-

scheduled. 
5 RCAHMS 1929. See CANMORE entry at http://www.rcahms.gov.uk/canmore.html 
6 New Statistical Account of Scotland (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1845). vol.1, 1834-45: 

Dalkeith, County of Edinburgh. p.531 
7 Smith, D. Dalkeith tolbooth and market cross (Midlothian Council Library Services: 1998). 7 
8 Smith Dalkeith tolbooth. pp. 11, 17, 18. The 2007 feasibility study appears to have read Smith incorrectly as it states the 

building was constructed c.1710 (p. 5). 
9
 McWilliam Lothian 158 

10
 Smith Dalkeith tolbooth 7 
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entries in the accounts, paraphrased by Smith, are largely concerned with a new staircase, and fixtures 

pertaining to a prison house.
11

 Smith argues that the building already existed c.1710. 

 

The physical evidence seems to support this view, that the building existed, perhaps as a weighhouse 

incorporating other accommodation associated with the Burgh of Barony, and was altered c.1710. The 

central doorcase, windows and much of the masonry around and above it, all belong to the same phase 

of alterations. The style of the doorcase itself is essentially baroque, with a scrolled cartouche 

containing Buccleuch arms, flanked by fruit, flowing from cornucopia, with a grotesque face above. 

The cartouche spills over the architrave molding of the pediment, and the whole composition has the 

boldness and allegory typical of baroque carving. The strong bolection molding of the doorcase below 

is of the same character and date. It is arguable that this phase of the masonry dates from c.1710. 

 

The rhythm of the façade is not even. The piers between the windows are regularly spaced apart from 

at the centre of the façade. With the pedimented central doorcase, this gives the façade a suitable 

baroque central emphasis following the c.1710 alterations. It is possible that a central door existed in 

this location before the c.1710 alterations, and the amount of stone replaced above even suggests that 

there may have been an aedicule or other feature above the door that was removed.  

 

It is also possible that there was not a door in this location, but a door at the right hand end of the 

elevation. The window margins on this end window have a chamfered profile, which compliments the 

rounded arris of the window ï formerly a door ï at the opposite end of the façade. In a façade with 

such expensive and finely jointed masonry, a symmetrical appearance would have been important. 

However, it is also clear that the windows were formerly square, and that cills were lowered c.1710, 

perhaps suggesting that the interior of that room was for secure storage, like a muniments room. It is 

possible though that the end window was altered several times, beginning life as a door, becoming a 

window, and finally having its cill lowered c.1710.  

 

The alterations c.1710 suggest that the façade of the building was systematically regularised and made 

more imposing with the addition of the elaborate doorcase. This would have given the new tolbooth a 

suitable ducal presence in the civic context of the town. As alterations were being carried out at the 

castle by James Smith, it is tempting to suggest his involvement at the tolbooth. However this is pure 

speculation and it is likely that if he had been involved, his name would have been associated with the 

building before now. The work is however of high quality and perhaps it is more likely that it was not 

Smith, but one of the masons working on the castle that executed the work. 

 

David Smithôs account also cites órenovation workô to the building 1790-91, and he suggests that it 

was then that the carved panel was moved from store at Dalkeith Palace.
12

 

 

d. Summary 

 

The tolbooth building was built in the second half of the seventeenth century. It had two or even three 

doors in its ashlar street façade, and if there had been a central door, it may have had an aedicule 

above. Two or three of the windows to the right of the centre had higher cills, meaning that the 

elevation was balanced but not symmetrical. Around 1710, the building was regularised and made 

symmetrical, with the alteration, or insertion of the central door, and the dropping of the cills to the 

right. Around 1800, the carved panel was attached over the doorcase. The door at the left hand end of 

the façade remained a door until the twentieth century. 

                                                 
11

 Smith Dalkeith tolbooth 17. It is frustrating that Smith does not cite any sources directly, and paraphrases rather than 

quoting them.  
12

 Smith Dalkeith tolbooth 7 
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3. Physical evidence for the evolution of the building 

 

i. Frontage 

 

a. Introduction 

 

At the beginning of the recording works the frontage was still partially obscured by cement repairs to 

the stonework ï see front cover image.  These were most notably to the lower walling below the 

ground floor window sills and rising more extensively on the SW side of the principal entrance.  

Evidently this material had been applied to mitigate the failure by delamination of the original 

ashlarwork.  The area affected suggested the decay related to repeated saturation and associated salt 

ingress because of splash-back of water falling from the eaves.   

 

It was anticipated that following removal of these obscuring cement patches that new evidence for the 

construction history of the tolbooth frontage might be uncovered, in particular in the area of the lower 

walling to the SW of the main entrance where there was much suggestion of extensive structural 

complexity.  However once the cement was removed the underlying masonry was found to be not as 

complicated as first thought; only two major episodes of ashlar re-facing were apparent, along with a 

number of individual localised repairs or modifications. 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Architectôs as-existing elevation marked up with areas of cement patching (shaded), and other 

analytical evidence as visible before the works of 2012 commenced 

 

b. Original fabric 

 

The original masonry facing of the street frontage of the tolbooth, 029, was of one principal build that 

employed an exceptionally finely jointed polished ashlar - a fine-grained pale buff coloured 

sandstone.  This ashlarwork was laid to even 9½ò courses across the whole frontage, the coursing 

corresponding to that of the chamfered rusticated quoining at the angles.   
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The frontage rises from a projecting chamfer-topped plinth course.  Somewhat coarser rubble masonry 

visible beneath this course perhaps suggests that the historic pavement level has been somewhat 

reduced. 

 

The original even coursing of the ashlar masonry was only interrupted at the lintels and sills of the 

windows, these noticeably thinner than the height of the ashlar courses generally.  The bases of the 

sill stones lay level to a joint, the discrepancy in height was made up with small additional blocks, see 

figure 9.  In a similar manner the discrepancy in the height of the lintels was made up by the upper 

jamb stones which were detailed with a short up-stand and the stones of the course above the lintel 

with a similar down-stand, see figures 11 and 12. 

 

       
 

Figure 10 Typical detail of window sill stone and lower jamb (window 031)  

Figure 11  The up-stand of the upper jamb stone of window 031 

Figure 12  1
st
 floor lintel jamb detail (window 034) 

 

The upper windows and window 037 at ground floor level (the only lower window not to have seen 

major later reworking) are also detailed with very slightly arched keystone-like over-lintel stones, this 

clearly intended to prevent the lintels cracking, figure 13.  The upper windows had also clearly been 

furnished with iron grille-cages, the evidence for which was multiple patched sockets in the wall-face, 

043-048.  That this was an early, probably original feature is suggested by that fact that they do not 

appear on any of the later alterations.  Their presence perhaps relates to the early use of the upper 

level as a courthouse and jail.  

 

 
 

Figure 13 Window 033 lintel detail note left full height jamb stone 
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A further curious feature of the upper windows was that for the central two windows, 032 and 033, 

the stones forming the ashlar course running between them just below lintel level did not have 

stepped-up stones at either end as was seen elsewhere.  Rather the course itself was higher than 

elsewhere.  This must relate to the original detailing of the wall-space between the windows.  Above 

the main entrance a large patching of the wall face with ashlar blocks of the grainy sandstone, 067, 

appears so regularly defined that it must certainly demonstrate the former presence of a significant 

pre-existing feature, see figure 38, below.  That the patching extends the full height of the walling 

above the entrance pediment suggest that the pre-existing feature had been more substantial than, say, 

an armorial panel (see discussion in the following section).   

 

The existing ground floor window at the NE end of the elevation was originally an entrance, 036, 

figure 14.  The historical sources demonstrate this had been formed into a window and unblocked 

once again before the insertion of the existing part-blocking that had re-formed it into a window 

(073).  In contrast to all the other openings of the frontage this was detailed with a broad rounded aris.  

Following removal of later patching parts of its original lower jambs were revealed; on the NE side 

the rounding of the jamb terminated at a surviving lambôs-tongue stop. 

 

     
 

Figure 14  Former entrance, 036, with blocking 073 

Figure 15  Window 042 showing lowered sill and bar holes 

 

The original form of the two ground floor windows on either side of the principal entrance, 038 and 

040, was hard to determine, the stonework of both having been almost wholly replaced at later date.  

The two ground floor windows further to the SW had also been substantially modified; in particular 

their sills had been dropped considerably ï 041 and 042.  In their original form they had been smaller 

and almost square.  Window 042 retained much of a chamfered surround; the sockets for the original 

sill demonstrating it to have been about 0.90m square in its original form, figure 15. 
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The stonework of existing principal entrance, including the pediment above, seems to be almost 

entirely a secondary work.  Little now remains of the original except, possibly, three jamb stones on 

its SW side.  These are the only stones cut from the fine-grained sandstone employed in the original 

construction; they present the broad bolection that is also the detail of the existing architrave.  Perhaps 

they are evidence that the original entrance, with or without pediment, had been similarly detailed.  

Certainly the formation of the existing pediment had caused considerable cutting-in to the surrounding 

original ashlarwork. 

 

c. Discussion 

 

It is clear that as originally built the frontage was considerably different to its present appearance.  At 

ground floor level the fenestration was asymmetrical.  The smaller windows to the SW perhaps 

suggest the rooms behind had been of more secure function, possibly cells.  The entrance at the NE 

end of the frontage, with its broad rounded angles, may also suggest a more functional purpose 

(access to the weigh house?).  The grilles on the upper level windows and a principal entrance of 

possibly simpler form than the existing (without pediment) suggest the building may have been of 

much more austere character as originally conceived. 

 

The patching above the central entrance must certainly indicate a pre-existing feature.  A window is 

one possibility though it is clear from the space available that this would have been considerably 

narrower than the others on the frontage and is thus perhaps unlikely.  An alternative possibility is 

that there had been a niche or aedicule, a feature not unknown on buildings of this type, period and 

elevational arrangement ï the Old Surgeons Hall (1697, by James Smith) and the Bedlam Hospital 

(1698), both in Edinburgh, being examples where similar such features were employed, figures 16 and 

17. 

 

     
 

Figure 16  Old Surgeons Hall (Royal College of Surgeons) 

Figure 17  Bedlam Hospital 

 

d. Subsequent remodelling 

 

In spite of superficial appearances the elevation revealed considerable evidence for a major 

remodelling that seems to have been at comparatively early date.  That an extensive series of recorded 

modifications are of the same date was demonstrated by the use of a distinctive grainy ashlar of 

slightly browner hue than the original stone employed, which was much finer and paler in 

comparison. 
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Various modifications were made to the upper level windows, 053-058.  All sill stones were replaced 

and there was much patching-in at the jambs ï particularly for windows 031 and 035.  The facing 

work above the latter was also renewed.  The cage grilles were removed at this stage (if not before); 

their removal may have actually necessitated the extensive repairs to the jambs.  The newly indented 

stones displayed no corresponding seatingôs; indeed the remaining holes were neatly patched with 

lime mortar.  Small upper and lower iron pintles were inserted at the inner faces of each window at 

this stage (seated in both the original and secondary stonework), these apparently to support shutters.  

Vertical bars, held in place by a single horizontal cross-member, were inserted (though these may 

have been an even later intervention). 

 

  
 

Figure 18 Window 031 - detail of jambs repaired with grainy sandstone  

Figure 19  Detail of secondary shutter pintle 

 

As already discussed in the previous sections a probable feature of the elevation at first floor level 

above the main entrance seems to have been removed.  Following this the walling was neatly patched 

with new ashlar, 067, this employing the same grainy sandstone used in the repairs elsewhere and is 

thus evidently of the same phase.  Within this patch a small panel, dated 1648, was inserted (again 

possibly at an even later stage). 

 

The centrally placed principal entrance was almost wholly renewed in the same grainy sandstone, 

062.  At this time the entrance surround and most of the surrounding masonry was renewed, the new 

work detailed with a robust bolection-moulded architrave.  However three of the jamb stones mid-way 

up the SW jamb appear to be an exception.  While these display the same bolection profile as the later 

stonework they are of the fine-grained sandstone of the original construction.  Each of the three stones 

was affixed to the surrounding replacement masonry by means of a lead-fast iron cramp.  Why these 

particular stones should have been retained and carefully cramped into the new masonry rather than 

replaced is not clear.  It may be that these were all that had been reusable from the original stonework; 

alternatively they may have been left in order to record that the replacement replicated the original 

design intention.  Figures 20 and 21. 
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Figure 20 south jamb of door 039 shows 3 possible original stones cramped to the replacement masonry  

Figure 21  Detail of the same 

 

The rebuilding of the entrance may also have marked the introduction of the existing pediment, which 

frames a cartouche within bearing the arms of Scott, possibly a specific reference to Anne Scott, 1
st
 

Duchess of Buccleuch (d.1732), figure 22. 

 

 
 

Figure 22  Pediment above the principal entrance, inhabited by scrollwork and an armorial cartouche; inserted 

dated stone above.  Following conservation  
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The windows on either side of the principal entrance, 038 and 040, were very heavily renewed ï 061 

and 063 respectively, so much so that the pre-existing form remains uncertain.  Further SW windows 

041 and 042, which were originally square, were enlarged by the dropping of their sills ï 064 and 065.  

They were also subject to other areas of piecing-in.  The lowered jambs of window 042 and the socket 

of the removed sill were made good with soft, very brown and grainy sandstone.  The lintel also 

appeared to have been replaced with a shorter stone (now heavily eroded), and the gaps either end 

packed with the same brown sandstone - suggesting these works happened at the same time.  The sill 

itself may have been raised again following the original lowering as the neatly cut socket for the 

lowered sill sits at a lower level than the current sill and is filled with at least a narrow course of 

rubble stone. 

 

All t hree ground floor windows to the SW of the main entrance were furbished with iron grilles at this 

stage, a number of whose sockets were recorded.  On window 040 the latterly patched up sockets for 

four horizontal bars were seen on the jambs, these cut into the secondary stonework. 

 

At one point a slight discrepancy in the regularity of the coursing was noted, this between windows 

037 and 038 where there is a step in the masonry, figure 23.  Whether this change in the coursing 

represents a later patching or evidence for an original ófeatureô was not entirely certain although a 

large area of the facing stones immediately adjacent to the southwest had been replaced/refaced 

historically.  Additionally the stone that breaks the coursing is similar in shape to the upper jamb 

stones at the window openings that each displays a lintel-supporting up-stand.  It possible that this 

stone is an ex situ original jamb stone recycled as part of the wider re-facing; it possibly originated 

from window opening 038 or 040, these on either side of the principal entrance, both of which have 

been considerably reworked. 

 

  
 

Figure 23 Window 037 shows stepped break in coursing to right  

 

e. Later alterations and repair (19
th
 and earlier 20

th
 century) 

 

A further phase of repairs, 066, were undertaken to the frontage, these largely confined to its lower 

parts, particularly beneath and around windows 038, 040, 041 and 042.  These works generally 

employed a comparatively soft, blond sandstone although there were some instances of the use of 

blocks of a brown sandstone; the latter were mostly heavily eroded and requiring replacement.  As 

discussed above this may represent the same phase of work as the repairs using the grainy sandstone - 

with the finer sandstone used for the general ashlarwork of the façade to better match the existing 

stone.   
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A small number of other localised individual repairs to stones employed a variety of stone types, these 

differing from the fine blond sandstone.  These range from a soft brown to a hard grey hue and 

possibly represent further minor localised repairs through the years.  

 

A further isolated episode of repair relates to window 035.  Its SW jamb was repaired with the grainy 

sandstone seen elsewhere, but this area seems to have been affected on the internal face (by erosion?).  

However during the present repairs it was revealed that this jamb had been detailed with a shallow 

rebate or check.  This appears likely to have been a secondary modification but of uncertain date.  It is 

possibly related to a former window shutter arrangement.  The NE jamb, lintel and sill had been 

entirely rebuilt employing a fine slightly reddish sandstone with many bedding layers visible, 072, 

figure 24.  The jointing of this was very fine to match the original.  This particular sandstone was not 

noted anywhere else and seems to represent an isolated repair. 

 

        
 

Figure 24  Window 035 shows later repair 072 to NE jamb and sill in stone of reddish hue (left) 

 and shallow rebate or check on SW jamb (detail to right). 

 

 
 

Figure 25  Window 034 with 074 sockets above lintel 
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Noted above the jambs of window 034 and the eastern jamb of 035 were three cut sockets 074 into the 

masonry; these contained the threaded end of a bolt the imprint of a lost round plate surrounding these 

indicate that they are likely the remnants of historic tie-rods presumably to hold the face back, figure 

25.  However no corresponding evidence was seen on the rear elevation - the members had evidently 

not continued all the way through the building.  An alternative suggestion could be the remnants of 

fixings for signage. 

f. Modern interventions 

 

The extensive patching of the ashlarwork of lower frontage in cement has already been described in 

section i.a, above. 

  

The cornice in the area above windows 031 and 032 was taken down and re-bedded, 068. This 

rebuild, which was quite crudely executed with the stones being re-bedded in cement, seems to have 

been in response to a bowing-out of the upper walling.  The work also involved re-setting the western 

two of the three flat arch stones above the 031 window, the central ñkey stoneò of which was re-set 

upside down, figure 26.  The flat arch and lintel above 032 was also likely re-set as part of this 

episode. 

 

 
 

Figure 26  Window 031 showing the rough rebuilding above, 068, with the upside-down ñkey stoneò and re-

bedded lintel (also turned up-side-down) 

 

The former entrance at the NE end of the street frontage was re-formed into a window, its lower parts 

in-filled with cemented masonry. 

 

ii . Rear elevation 

 

a. General masonry 

 

In contrast to the street frontage the rear and side elevations, to the SE and SW respectively, were 

constructed of random sandstone rubble masonry, built in three lifts.  The lower lift,  001, rose up to 
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2m in height; this was constructed of a mixed rubble with high concentrations of a dark pinkish 

sandstone bedded in a light brown lime mortar, figure 27.  The two lifts above generally employed a 

pale honey-coloured sandstone (002 and 003).  This difference must relate to the sources of sandstone 

available for the build.   

It was thought possible that the lower masonry recycled building stone already available at the site ï 

i.e. from a pre-existing building ï and that the remainder may have been brought in direct from the 

quarry.  However in the lower masonry there was little evidence of reused dressed stone as might be 

expected.  The colour difference may perhaps relate to different beds within the quarry.  The 

possibility was also raised that these parts of the building incorporated wall sections from a pre-

existing building; in spite of initial appearances it was concluded that this was not the case ï the 

existing building was a new-build.  

 

That the two stone types saw contemporaneous usage is suggested by the evidence of the site wall, 

where the upper part of the central lift incorporates a number of the stones of pink hue, above stone of 

yellower hue.  Also the quoining at the south angle of this central lift also employs the pinker stone 

while the quoining of the upper lift employs both. 

 

 
 

Figure 27  Junction between 001 and 002 note change in mortar 

 

b. Features of the original build 

 

The quoining at the rear angles had been detailed with plain raised margins.  There were few recorded 

features within the lower parts of the wall, with the exception of the possible jamb of an apparent 

opening, 075, beneath window 022   Perhaps an original ground floor rear entrance, its upper parts 

and NE side were subsequently much truncated, leaving only a few stones of its lower SW jamb 

visible, figure 28. 
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Figure 28 possible jamb 075 to left beneath window 

 

The mid-level lift of masonry construction, 002, was of 2.5m height for the SW part of the elevation; 

in the centre part and to the NE this stepped down, the lift being only 1.5m high.  That the step-down 

corresponded to the position of a major internal cross wall suggested it related to an episode within 

the actual construction process.  The masonry of this lift was notably evenly eroded in comparison to 

those above and below.  The upper lift, 003, had eroded noticeably less evenly than 002, and more 

severely to the NE.  The rear wall was finished with a plain wall head course.  

 

Within 003 two original first floor windows were revealed, one in the centre of the elevation, 004, 

now much mutilated, and a second close to the NE angle of the structure, 005 (figures 29 and 30 

respectively).  004 was of comparatively narrow and taller dimension, at 1.60 x 0.75m; perhaps this 

had been an original stair window.  The lintel of window 005 had been set 0.30m higher than that of 

004; its internal dimensions were 1.6m by 0.88m. 

 

Each window was formed of finely-jointed dressings of a fine-grained blond sandstone, these very 

neatly squared with polished ashlar faces (seen on internal faces) and bedded with very tight 2mm 

joints.  The jamb stones on the exterior face of 004 were much eroded; however 005 preserved much 

of its raised margin detail though its sill stone had been subsequently broken away and the lower 

window in-filled.   
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Figure 29  Composite photograph of window 004 (outlined in black); masonry blocking - 006 

Figure 30  Window 005; raised sill ï 007; brickwork blocking - 016 

 

c. Early secondary modifications 

 

The rear elevation was affected by what seems to have been a significant reordering of the structure 

that must have also involved its interior spaces.  The interventions of this stage are likely to have 

included features visible on the 1852 OS map, which shows two shallow rear extensions (figure 3; 

Woodôs map of 1822 does not provide sufficient detail to show them though they likely existed at that 

stage and considerably earlier - figure 2, above).  The rear extension further to the SW is shown with 

a possible sub-division though the significance of this remains unclear.  

 

The recording of the elevation identified corresponding evidence; this suggests that a more substantial 

two-storied extension was off-set to the SW, and a further less substantial and lower extension had 

existed further to the NE.   

 

The outline of the larger extension was evident in the form of a series of roughly rectangular patches 

of brickwork, 009; these were the subsequent making-good of tie-sockets for walling running in.  The 

walls themselves must have measured some 0.40m ï 0.50m in thickness and were likely of masonry; 

they defined a structure of 5.15m-5.20m in width.  Two blocked horizontally aligned sockets, 025, 

may relate to a roof-line of the extension; these lay about 0.60m below the main wall head. 

 

A number of features were associated with the construction of this extension.  The pre-existing first 

floor window, 004, was blocked up with rubble masonry, including some brick, 006 (figure 29), and 

superseded by a newly inserted entrance to its immediate NE, 008 ï figure 31.  The entrance was 

linteled over with timber.  That this entrance led into an interior space was demonstrated by surviving 

remnants of lath and plaster on the underside of the lintel, and a series of sockets cut into the lintel to 

hold framing for lath and plaster on what is now the exterior elevation. 
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At ground floor level on the line of the SW wall of the extension a masonry jamb had been indented 

into the existing wall face, 019, figure 32.   The insertion of the jamb had evidently necessitated the 

blocking (020) and part removal of the probable pre-existing entrance at this point (see 075 above).  

The jamb, now much-mutilated, retained parts of six or seven of its stones, these of a fine-grained 

blond sandstone that had evidently been polished rather than tooled (as visible on the inner faces of 

two of the stones).  The upper stones had been substantially clawed-back to permit the insertion of a 

modern window (022); most were badly eroded at the exterior face.  It seems the feature can only 

have been an external entrance into the rear extension.   

 

              
 

Figure 31  Inserted first floor entrance - 008; blocked with brickwork ï 017 

Figure 32  Entrance jamb ï 019 (cut into by window), inserted into the 001 and 002 general masonry 

 

Much of the remainder of the area of the rear extension at ground floor level was obscured by the 

existing modern extension.  The RCAHMS plan shows two entrances within this which they consider 

to be of 20
th
 century date, see figure 8, although it is possible that at least one of these had served the 

pre-existing extension.  It seems likely that the early extension had contained a stair that provided an 

independent external access to the upper level of the building. 

 

Towards the NE end of the rear elevation the historic plans show a further extension, this in-filling the 

gap between the main building and a rear range running off to the SE, bounding the NE side of 

Tolbooth Close.  However this had left comparatively little physical evidence.  One feature that may 

be associated is the raising of the sill level of the 005 first floor window (007, involving the removal 
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of the sill stone and part in-filling with mortared rubble of similar character to that of the 006 infill of 

the 004 window further SW).  The reduction of the window was perhaps to allow the maximum height 

for an abutting roof structure; with the upper parts of the window remaining open this provides 

evidence that the extension was of a single storey.  Some sockets into the wall face below, for 

example 014 and 024, may represent fixing points for the extension ï wall tie-ins, joist sockets, etc. 

 

d. Later modifications 

 

A group of further, later interventions were recorded, as visible externally.  These were characterised 

by the use of mortared brickwork, the bricks of narrow dimension, hand-made orange-red terracotta, 

of early character ï of apparent later 18
th
 century- early 19

th
 century date, perhaps recycled.   Some 

pre-existing openings were blocked with this brickwork, such as window 005 (016) and the first floor 

stair entrance, 008 (blocking - 017).  A pair of flues was formed, rising from ground floor and first 

floor levels respectively, these clearly serving fireplaces internally; their insertion also employed the 

same brick, 013.  These had been served by a common chimney emerging at the wall head (later 

demolished but visible in historic photographs), 118.  See figure 33. 

 

  
 

Figure 33 inserted chimney flues 013 

 

Further evidence for the extension could be seen on the SE return wall, which is the shared wall with 

the adjacent property to the NE.  Here an entrance leads though this into the pend beyond.  The 

original timber door remains (though rotting at the base).  The soffit of the entrance was finished with 

lath and plaster; its ingos were also plastered, 015, but onto the hard.  The plaster continued around 

onto the rear elevation of the tolbooth though this has mostly fallen.  Figures 34 and 35. 
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Figure 34  Rear of door to pend            Figure 35  Detail of lath and plaster and plaster on the hard lining  

 

e. Modern  

 

In the 20
th
 century three windows were slapped through the earlier masonry - 021, 022, at ground floor 

level and 023 on the floor above.  It is probable that these were inserted at the time of the construction 

of the existing single-storied rear extension; though harled this is likely to be of cemented brickwork.  

It is not clear whether the two entrances within were newly formed at this time or reused existing 

openings.  Elsewhere on the elevation more minor interventions included a number of modern vents 

inserted, particularly on the NE side of the existing extension. 
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iii.  End wall to the SW 

 

The masonry of the visible SW end wall of the tolbooth was of random rubble stone, generally of soft 

sandstone.  As noted at the beginning of the previous section this had been built in three distinct lifts, 

the lower being very noticeably of dark pink sandstone, figure 36.  The upper extent of this lift , at 

1.8m ï 2.0m, was comparatively level. Above this lay 002, a 2.0m - 2.5m high band of yellow/blond 

sandstone the blocks of which were noticeably larger than those of the 001 masonry below.  The 

upper quite uneven extent of this lift was characterised by an irregular single level of the pink 

sandstone.  Above this the wall continued to wall head as 003, a further lift of the random blond 

rubble stone.  The quoining at the south angle of the building had been detailed with a raised margin, 

figure 37. 

 

        
 

Figure 36  SE end wall ï general masonry, 001and 002  

Figure 37  Detail of upper SW quoining on 003 detailed with a raised margin at the angle 

 

The original masonry of the end wall is largely without feature with the exception of a group of four 

regularly spaced squared sockets immediately beneath the cornice, 027; each of these had been 

blocked with brickwork.  Evidently a feature of the original construction process these sockets were 
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evidently putlogs for scaffold members ï perhaps a cantilevered platform to permit roof 

construction.
13

 

 

Other interventions all appear to be of 20
th
 century date.  These included a central inserted window at 

ground floor level, 028, minor patching around pipes at ground level, etc. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

The present recording exercise has revealed significant new evidence for the former appearance of the 

tolbooth building as originally built, and many details of the construction process.  The frontage in 

particular was notably different in detail to its subsequent appearance.  It has also defined the extent 

of surviving original fabric and confirmed it to have been of one overall build, and not incorporating 

in situ remains of pre-existing structures.  The build seems to have occurred in three principal stages 

as revealed in the various lifts visible on the rear and side elevations.  The rear elevation also revealed 

the presence of two original first floor windows and the probable site of an entrance at ground floor 

level. 

 

The design of the building overall was of considerable sophistication.  The detailing and execution of 

the ashlar-faced street frontage was of superlative quality, with many finely nuanced constructional 

features and an assurance of composition (in spite of the asymmetry of some elements ï a symptom of 

the functional nature of the building) that clearly suggests the hand of a significant architect.  

Elements of the original construction are evidently missing or considerably altered ï the majority of 

the ground floor openings, including the principal entrance, a first floor centrepiece and the details of 

its roof-scape ï there had likely been bell-cast eaves and chimneys (in the end walls?).  The 

possibility of the involvement of the architect James Smith is suggested.  

 

A number of secondary works were recorded.  Of particular significance was an early recasting of the 

principal frontage where the main entrance, the ground and upper floor windows, and the panel above 

the entrance all saw significant modification.  This work may have occurred in the earlier or mid-18
th
 

century and may have been associated with the reordering of the building internally.  Perhaps 

associated were modifications evident to the rear; these were principally associated with the addition 

of a shallow two-storied extension that may have contained a stair.  A further lean-to construction had 

also been added further to the NE.  It is possible that the works correlate to documented interventions 

of the first decade of the 18
th
 century carried out for Anne, Duchess of Buccleuch, which included 

carriage of stone from East Park for the new tolbooth stair, perhaps the rear extension (Smith, 1998, 

17-18).  Smith also mentions record of renovation works in 1790-1 (p.7). 

 

Later episodes, evidently following the removal of the rear additions involved patching and blockings 

of openings that employing mortared bricks of early character.  The associated insertion of flues 

suggests a further rearrangement of the internal space. 

 

A series of later 20
th
 century modifications were also recorded ï the existing rear extension, the 

insertion of new window openings in the rear and side walls, the extensive patching in cement of the 

street frontage, and so on. 

 

The historical assessment provided much significant information about the building.  However its 

early history, date of construction, architect, etc. remain obscure ï and the existing date stone remains 

                                                 
13

 Identical details have been recorded by Addyman Archaeology at Newhailes House and at Queensberry House, 

both buildings of similar period. 
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highly misleading.  That the structure is of the highest quality of design and execution speaks of the 

involvement of an architect of significance.  This may have been James Smith who had been 

employed by the Buccleuch family at Dalkeith Palace; the tolbooth bears comparison to other 

buildings of such modest scale for which Smith was responsible.  A strong recommendation is that the 

earlier history of the building be researched through primary archival sources. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 38  Detail of the front entrance (RCAHMS ï SCRAN: 000-299-999-719-C) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 39  Mid-late 19
th
 century engraved view of the Cross Keys Inn (Hotel); the tolbooth appears to right 

(from Smith, The Dalkeith Tolbooth) 

http://www.scran.ac.uk/database/image.php?usi=000-299-999-719-R&cusi=000-299-999-719-C&searchdb=scran
http://www.scran.ac.uk/database/image.php?usi=000-299-999-719-R&cusi=000-299-999-719-C&searchdb=scran
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Appendix A Contexts register 

 

 
Context 

No 

Location 

F/R/G 

Description 

001 R/G Lower masonry noted up to 2 m high, largely constructed from pink/red sandstone rubble 

within a fairly soft mid brown/grey lime mortar. the top of masonry is uneven but well 

defined on the gable and at the west of the rear elevation but reasonably well defined to 

the east where access was more difficult. Junction with overlying 002 was very clear to 

the west especially 

002 R/G Masonry composed largely of blond soft sandstone with some red/ pink blocks mixed 

through. Lime mortar is whiter/ harder than 001 and contains lots of unburnt lime 

inclusions. 

Rubble face is mostly eroded away behind the cement harl. This erosion was much more 

even across the stone than the masonry 003 above. Masonry upper extent fades out/ 

drops down in the middle possibly to fit the window 004 and possibly continues at this 

lower level to the east though with this middle part of the masonry containing 3 

windows/doors 2 of which were slapped through. Its not certain that it is the same 

masonry to the east 

003 R/G Upper Masonry largely composed of soft blond Sandstone with some harder more 

orangey sandstone bedded in a slightly grey brown lime mortar 

004 R Window constructed as part of 003 all exterior faces have eroded and no evidence for 

any possible moulding detail was visible on the light blond sandstone quoins. Sized 

0.75m wide and 1.56m tall internally. Lintel and sill of a more brown sandstone. blocked 

up with rubble 006 and latterly a modern window 023 was slapped through the west 

jamb and blocking 

005 R Eastern window on rear elevation constructed within 003 with lintel about 20 cm higher 

level than in 004. 

Although much of the jambs are eroded some traces of the original jamb details survived 

this was a 15 cm wide projecting (2cm) square margin. Size 0.88 x 1.62 m. the sill has 

been raised with rubble 007 presumably for insertion of a roofed area below to fit roof 

across base of window. Latterly window has been blocked up with 18
th
- early 19

th
 c brick 

006  Mixed rubble stone infill, blocking of window 004 likely to relate to construction of 

narrow stair tower against the rear. This was seen on maps and would have covered this 

window  

007  Rubble raising of sill level of window 005 possibly to allow a roofline of a lean-to  to run 

across the base of the window .this lean to was also noted on historic maps 

008 R Inserted door leading into secondary stair tower. Slapped through the 003 masonry to the 

immediate east of blocked window 004. The Insertion of the door cuts some of the 

quoins of 004. The door is linteled over with timber, the underside of which carries lath 

and plaster as well as a series of sockets on its exposed face for timber framing on the 

wall face; these indicate the door opened into an interior space at first floor level, a 

probable stair tower or possibly a latrine. 

Latterly blocked with early brick 017 

009 R Large roughly rectangular  patches of early brick possibly representing patching up of 

cut tie sockets of the secondary stair tower within 002 and 003 

010 R South east corner quoining, part built over by the hotel to the east and mostly eroded, but 

was clearly the same detail as formerly on the south west corner , a square raised margin. 

011 R South west corner quoining mostly eroded  but formerly a square raised margin 

012 R Upper 5 of south west corner quoining replacement/ new quoins as part of 003 lower 3 

much harder than 011 and some of the moulding still survived 

013 R Inserted chimney flues made from early brick cutting into the exterior of masonry and 

running up to a chimney stack on the rear elevation (removed). Relating to 2 fireplace at 

least one on ground floor, possibly both as the western one comes down  a bit far for a 

first floor fire  
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014  Small probable formed opening within 003 jambs and lintel formed from rubble blocks 

infilled with early brick 

015 R Evidence for removed lean to structure part filling alley. A Door exists to the east into 

the next door hotel; the interior face of the door is visible. The face of the door opening 

into the alley. Insitu wall plaster and lath/plaster on the underside of the doors lintels as 

well as some insitu wall plaster applied directly to the main elevations masonry indicate 

the alley was a covered interior space. The roof of which must have covered over the 

base of window 005 

016 R Early brick blocking of 005  

017 R Early brick blocking of 008 

018 R Remnant of removed chimney. Single line of 20
th
 c bricks capping the flues on the wall 

head 

019 R Narrow inserted opening at ground floor. The West jamb is of the clawed back reddish 

rubble stone of 001, the jamb is likely to have continued up into the masonry of 002 

(now removed by modern window). the eastern jamb is of relatively well made blond 

sandstone blocks forming a neat internal face these blocks have been inserted into the 

masonry of 001 and 002, the line of this internal face might relate to the exterior face of 

the demolished stairtower as the brick patching of ties 009 lies directly above on the 

same alignment, though a large brick patch at the base of the quoining apparently cutting 

them and also cutting into the rubble blocking of the feature may suggest the opening 

was blocked before the tower was built. 

The opening is 0.62m wide, the upper parts have been slapped out for a 20
th
 C window 

022 so no full height was noted although 6 whole or part quoins are visible on the east 

face and a large socket above these infilled with 20
th
 c material may be for a removed 

lintel. 

The opening had been blocked with rubble masonry 020 

020 R Mixed rubble infill of 019 latterly cut through by modern window 022 

021 R Modern 20thC window inserted through 001 and 002 to the west at ground level 

022 R Modern 20thC window inserted through 001, 002, 019 and 020 to the west at ground 

level 

023 R Modern 20thC window inserted through 003 and 004 at first floor level 

024 R Series of small patching of early brick in the wall face 

025 R 2 small early brick patching aligned horizontally just above the lintel of 008 and likely 

relates to joist sockets for the roof to the stair tower 

026 R Modern poured concrete stepped base and cemented brick piers for a fuel? Tank in the 

alleyway. Some edge lain stone slabs were lain against the wall masonry with the 

concrete poured against possibly to protect the masonry? 

027 G 4 evenly spaced brick patchingôs at wallhead presumably for scaffolding within the 

alleyway 

028 G Modern 20
th
 C window inserted through 001 and 002 

029 F Fine ashlar masonry of frontage. generally a light blond soft sandstone lain in courses of 

about 25 cm with very even and tight joints often 2mm wide or less. Large areas have 

eroded and been covered with a cement render. Lowest course projects out as a plinth 

course  

030 F Window first floor 1
st
 from east. 0.90m wide and 1.65 m tall. Jambs square and flush 

with wall face 

031 F Window first floor 2
nd

 from east 

032 F Window first floor 3
rd
  from east 

033 F Window first floor 4
th
  from east 

034 F Window first floor 5
th
  from east 

035 F Window first floor 6
th
  from east 

036 F Window Ground floor 1
st
 from east. originally a door with wide round arris on the jambs 

latterly part blocked into a window 

037 F Window Ground floor 2
nd

  from east 
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038 F Window Ground floor 3
rd
 from east. Jambs and lintel entirely rebuilt with grainy 

sandstone. Sill redone in concrete 

039 F Central door Ground floor. apparently rebuilt in grainy sandstone , only 3 possibly 

original fine sandstone jambs survive on the west jamb the tails of all three are cramped 

onto the grainy sandstone of the rebuild 

040 F Window Ground floor 4
th
 from east. Window jambs mostly rebuilt in grainy sandstone. 

Sill could have been dropped like 041,042 though no direct evidence survives 

041 F Window Ground floor 5
th
 from east. Possibly originally 0.90m square like 042 with the 

sill sockets patched with the vertical replacement jambs 

042 F Window Ground floor 6
th
 from east. Jambs chamfered unlike any other window on the 

building. Possibly originally 0.90 square with the sill lowered to the current size, the sill 

sockets were made good with a brown sandstone. The original fillet stone above the sill 

is still in situ on the east jamb. Lintel replaced at time of sill reduction with an orangey 

sandstone packed with brown sandstone either end. The socket cut for the new sill is 

deeper than the current sill and so this may have been lifted a bit to match the others on 

the frontage  

043 F Evidence for exterior bars on 030. On all the original jamb stones and lintels face a 

series of lime mortar infilled rectangular sockets show where an exterior cage of bars 

was fitted to the wall face. 

044 F Evidence for exterior bars on 031 On all the original jamb stones and lintels face a series 

of lime mortar infilled rectangular sockets show where an exterior cage of bars was fitted 

to the wall face. On replacement grainy sandstone jambs no sockets were noted 

045 F Evidence for exterior bars on 032 On all the original jamb stones and lintels face a series 

of lime mortar infilled rectangular sockets show where an exterior cage of bars was fitted 

to the wall face. On replacement grainy sandstone jambs no sockets were noted 

046 F Evidence for exterior bars on 033 On all the original jamb stones and lintels face a series 

of lime mortar infilled rectangular sockets show where an exterior cage of bars was fitted 

to the wall face. On replacement grainy sandstone jambs no sockets were noted 

047 F Evidence for exterior bars on 034 On all the original jamb stones and lintels face a series 

of lime mortar infilled rectangular sockets show where an exterior cage of bars was fitted 

to the wall face. On replacement grainy sandstone jambs no sockets were noted 

048 F Evidence for exterior bars on 035 On all the original jamb stones and lintels face a series 

of lime mortar infilled rectangular sockets show where an exterior cage of bars was fitted 

to the wall face. On replacement grainy sandstone jambs no sockets were noted 
049 F Evidence for hinged shutters on 030 4 thin iron pintles set in lead into the interior face of 

the jambs top and bottom. Associated with a shallow round cut in the jamb stone for the 

hinge. Hinges set into original jamb stone and later grainy sandstone blocks.  

Maybe shutters replaced the bars over the front when the quoining was replaced 

Only seen on windows 030,031,032,033 

050 F Evidence for hinged shutters on 031  

4 thin iron pintles set in lead into the interior face of the jambs top and bottom. 

Associated with a shallow round cut in the jamb stone for the hinge. Hinges set into 

original jamb stone and later grainy sandstone blocks.  

Maybe shutters replaced the bars over the front when the quoining was replaced 

Only seen on windows 030,031,032,033 

051 F Evidence for hinged shutters on 032  

4 thin iron pintles set in lead into the interior face of the jambs top and bottom. 

Associated with a shallow round cut in the jamb stone for the hinge. Hinges set into 

original jamb stone and later grainy sandstone blocks.  

Maybe shutters replaced the bars over the front when the quoining was replaced 

Only seen on windows 030,031,032,033 

052 F Evidence for hinged shutters on 033  

4 thin iron pintles set in lead into the interior face of the jambs top and bottom. 

Associated with a shallow round cut in the jamb stone for the hinge. Hinges set into 

original jamb stone and later grainy sandstone blocks.  
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Maybe shutters replaced the bars over the front when the quoining was replaced 

Only seen on windows 030,031,032,033 

053 F Repairs to 030 A small patch to he lower east jamb and sill replaced offset to west, stub 

of original sill still visible to east 

054 F Repairs to 031. All but one of the jambs was replaced in a grainy sandstone. Sill replaced 

offset to west, stub of original sill still visible to east. Lintel reset possibly as part of wall 

head rebuild 068 

055 F Repairs to 032. 4 jambs either side replaced in grainy sandstone sill replaced, possibly 

with a former lintel/sill turned 90` some possible diamond set sockets can be seen 

mortared up on the face. Lintel reset as part of 068 wallheads rebuild 

056 F Repairs to 033. 3 replaced stones on the east jamb and 3 on western jamb replaced with 

grainy sandstone. sill possibly replaced with brown sandstone ,stone not long enough for 

sill socket 
057 F Repairs to 034. 3 jamb stones replaced with grainy sandstone sill likely to be replaced as 

associated with grainy sandstone packers wither end, stone very eroded. 

2 large bolts are cut through the top of the lintel either side running into the building 

058 F Repairs to 035. West jamb replaced with grainy sandstone except top one. Jamb interior 

face may be cut back a bit to move it to the west. 

East jamb and sill is completely replaced in reddish fine sandstone different to all the rest 

of the stone on the building. Sill is also much deeper than all the rest ï see 072 

059 F Repair patch to north east quoining. Small replacement of 3 quoins and 2 face stones on 

the north east corner. Possibly to tie in the cross keys hotel masonry, patching is of the 

grainy sandstone 

060 F Patch by 037. Small rectangular patch crossing the coursing beside window 037 

061 F Repairs to 038. window completely replaced in grainy sandstone 

062 F Repairs to 039. Door surround almost entirely rebuilt in grainy sandstone. Only 3 

original stone survive 

063 F Repairs to 040. Almost entirely rebuilt in grainy sandstone except possibly the lintel. 4 

horizontal bars were fitted across the window and the sockets latterly repaired in 

sandstone 

064 F Repairs to 041. Following lowering of the sill east lamb was replaced with 1 long stone 

sat on it end (reused lintel?). on the stone 3 horizontal lines were cut to simulate the 

coursing  

065 F Repairs to 042. replaced lintel and patching in brown sandstone following lowering of 

sill 

066 F Large area of probable refacing. Large area of probable historic refacing on the ground 

floor from the lower middle to the lower west masonry well cut and fitted with tight 

joints into existing masonry following the coursing to match the facing stone was mostly 

a bit more grainy than the original fine sandstone but not as grainy as all the window 

replacements, this also included some brown sandstone in particular in the plinth course   

067 F Patching around inserted plaque. Composed of grainy sandstone and likely a 

continuation of the patch around the door repair062. insertion is likely to relate to 

general phase of repairs of windows and doors at beginning of 19
th
 C 

068 F Rebuilt wall head. Small stretch of wall head has been rebuilt poorly between window 

031 and 033. The cornice and the top course has been rebuilt presumably in relation to 

the wall face bowing out in this area. as part of this the flat arch above 031 was rebuilt 

upside down 

069 R Dook holes in rear exterior face. Possible lots of small dook holes in exterior wall face 

with no obvious pattern 

070 F Evidence for internal bars on 034 , mortar infilled sockets on inside faces of the jambs 

071 F Evidence for internal bars on 035 mortar infilled sockets on inside faces of the jambs 

072 F Repairs (II) to 035. NE jamb, sill and lintel is completely replaced in reddish fine 

sandstone different to all the rest of the stone on the building. Sill is also much deeper 

than all the rest 

073 F Modern infill of door 036 lower part to form window 
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074 F 3 bolt ends protruding through frontage above windows 034 and 035 

075 R Possible jamb of opening on the rear elevation 
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Appendix B Photograph locations and thumb-nails 
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